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Abstract: In this paper we studied about the wavelet identification of the thresholds and 
time delay for more general case without the constraint that the time delay is 
smaller than the order of the model.  Here  we  composed  an  empirical  wavelet  
from  the  SETAR  (Self-Exciting  Threshold Autoregressive) model and identified 
the thresholds and time delay in the model using it.  
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1. SETAR and Problem  
 
     Generally, the thresholds and time delay in the time series model are estimated using LSM  
(Least Square method) and AIC [1, 2, 3, 4, 8].  
     And recently some identification of thresholds and time delay by wavelet is suggested under 
the assumption that the time delay is smaller than the order of the model for TAR and DTARCH 
[5, 6, 7, 9].   
     SETAR model was introduced in 1978 and applied to many fields such as modeling of Sun 
spots data [4, 6, 7, 8, 10].   
     The model on probability space (, F, P) is as follows. 
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Here { lt , t = 0, 1, 2, …} are i.i.d random variables with mean zero and varience 
2
l  for each 
1,1  tl   and { lt , t = 0, 1, 2, …}, 1,1  tl  are mutually independent, 0 = −∞, r+1 = +∞. 
      The model (1) is called SETAR (d, r, p1, p2, …, pr+1) with time delay d , thresholds r  and 
orders p1, p2, …, pr+1 .    
      Let  p = max{p1, p2, …, pr+1} where  p1, p2, …, pr+1 are known.  
      And let blm = 0 when pl < m  p   then (1) can be written as   
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where d  is an bounded integer(constant) which is not related to p , ∞<≤ Dd . 
Then we consider the wavelet identification of d  and rr λλ ,,, 1 L  using a specific 
empirical wavelet. 
 
2. Empirical Wavelet  
Assumption 1 Wavelet R∈xx),(ψ  satisfies the following conditions. 
i) Compactly supported on ],[ AA−  with 1>A . 
ii) ψ  is of bounded variation on ],[ AA− . 
iii) ]1,1[,0)( −∈= xxψ  
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From the wavelet  )(xψ  satisfying Assumption1 and a scale function )(xφ , we can obtain 
an orthogonal wablet basis on ],[2 baL  as follows.[10]. 
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Then for ],[2 baLf ∈ , 
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where ∫= ba perklkl dxxfx )()(,, φα , ∫= ba perkjkj dxxfx )()(,, ψβ . 
The expression (3) is called the wavelet expansion of f  on ],[ ba  and kj,β  is called 
the wavelet coefficient of f . And Model (2) is considered under the following assumption. 
Assumption 2 i) tx is geometrically  ergogic. 
ii) The probability density function ),,,,,( 21 Dp xxxxg LL and f of ltε  are bounded on  
),( ∞+−∞  and DR  respectively and there exists U , U],[ ⊂ba such that  
D
DD xxxMxfxxgM U),,(U,,)(),,,( 1211 ∈∈≤≤ LL  
where 0, 21 >MM  are constants. 
iii) ltε  are only on ],[ MM− . ∞<< M0 . 
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Then model (2) has the following form:  
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where L,2,1,0}{ =ttx  are sampled from SETAR model (2). 
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where |||| ⋅ is the Euclidean norm. 
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For any ** jjT R∈ , the empirical wavelet 
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3. Main Result  
Theorem Under the assumption 1, 2. 0/2lim 3 =∞→ Nn
j
n
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Then there exists a enough large  0>∗j  such that the followings hold.  
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From the theorem we can calculate the empirical wavelet m kjw ,  for different m  at different 
levels of j  and take m  that gives m kjw ,  large absolute value –the “peak” in its range as time 
delay. Next, we calculate m kjw ,  at the identified m  for different k  and take k  that gives m kjw ,  
high peaks around them as thresholds.  
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